Air Quality Social Costs: Building a Better Model
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Objectives

3. Major PM2.5 Sources

• Develop an air pollution social cost model that performs like a state-of-the-science chemical transport
model without requiring high computational costs.
• Provide new social cost estimates in terms of dollar
per tonne of air pollutant emitted [$/t] for major air
pollutants (elemental carbon, sulfur dioxide, nitrogen
oxides, ammonia, and volatile organic compounds) at
a county level in the United States.

• Primary PM2.5 : inert and relatively simple.
• Inorganic PM2.5 : well-understood but complex. SO2 , NOx , and NH3 interact with
each other nonlinearly.
• Organic PM2.5 : very complex and poorly
understood, but scientific understanding
has recently improved significantly [3].

4. Comparison of Available Social Cost Tools

5. Model Development
1. Background
• Precise estimation of the impact of air quality on society
is valuable to decision making.
• Fine particulate matter (PM2.5 ) is known to pose the
greatest human health risk, often accounting for more
than 90% when the impacts are monetized.
• Employing a state-of-the-science chemical transport
model (CTM) may provide the best estimates at a high
spatial and temporal resolution, but it is often computationally too expensive to use.
• Policy research often uses a reduced-form model such
as APEEP [2] and COBRA [6] that does not have high
computational costs. Such models have limitations:
– The air quality model is overly simplistic and does not capture complex atmospheric processes.
– The air quality model’s county-based spatial resolution
may be too coarse for the western United States.
– Understanding of organic PMs has substantially changed
in recent years [3].

Our new model

Chemical Transport Model

• Close to state-of-the-science
• Low computational costs
• Not a black box

• State-of-the-science
• Very high computational costs
• Technical/scientific expertise to run

Reduced-Form Model

BenMap

• Low computational costs
• Simplistic air quality algorithms
• Outdated in important areas

• Comprehensive database for social
cost analysis [7]
• No built-in air quality model

1. Select 50 locations for training and 50 for testing randomly based on population in a 36 km×36 km United States grid.
2. Run a CTM (PMCAMx [4]) for a base case and for a case of additional emissions at each of the sample locations, to calculate
their per-tonne social costs.
3. Perform a regression analysis to parameterize the social costs from key variables with the training data.
4. Test the parameterization with the testing locations.

6. (Preliminary) Results for Elemental Carbon and Sulfur Dioxide
Population exposure weights as shown in Figures 2 and 3 are derived by averaging the changes in PM2.5 of the 50 training
samples. A two-stage least-squares method was used to capture atmospheric diﬀerences among sample locations statistically.
6.1 EC model

6.2 SO2 Model

SC = 0.21 ⋅ Pop1.1 exp (–0.14 Wind)

SC = 3.2 ⋅ 1024 ⋅ Pop1.5 exp (–0.24 Temp + 1.6 ⋅ 10–4 WVap)

• Parameters: SC is social costs [$/t], Pop is exposure-weighted • Parameters: SC and Pop are same as in the EC model (left),
population, and Wind is wind speed [m/s]
Temp is temperature [K], and WVap is water vapor [ppm].
• The higher Wind is, the smaller SC becomes because more • Temp aﬀects the mixing height. WVap produces hydroxyl
EC gets dispersed to less-weighted areas.
radicals (. OH), the dominant oxidant of SO2 .
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8. Conclusions

(a) Population weights for EC (b) EC Model Performance
Figure 2: Preliminary Model for Elemental Carbon

(a) Population weights for SO2 (b) SO2 Model Performance
Figure 3: Preliminary Model for Sulfur Dioxide

7. Comparisons of PMCAMx and New Models to APEEP
Avg. PMCAMx/APEEP = 2.8

Avg. New Model/APEEP = 3.3

Avg. PMCAMx/APEEP = 2.0

Avg. New Model/APEEP = 2.2
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4. Value of a Statistical Life
Social Cost

Figure 1: Steps to estimate the social cost of air quality.

(a) EC: APEEP vs. PMCAMx

(b) EC: APEEP vs. New Model (c) SO2 : APEEP vs. PMCAMx (d) SO2 : APEEP vs. New Model

Figure 4: Comparisons PMCAMx and our new models to APEEP. Social costs estimates of PMCAMx for 100 locations and of
new models for 2,805 locations to matching APEEP estimates [2] in the eastern United States.

• We successfully developed a method to build an
air quality social cost model that performs like
a CTM while requiring only negligible computational costs.
• We built the new models for EC and SO2 that
predict CTM-based estimates within a factor
of two.

9. Future Work
• Work on other species: nitrogen oxides, ammonia, and organic species.
• Expand the model development to cover all
four seasons in the United States.
• Develop an organic PM module for PMCAMx
based on the latest research [5] that captured a
substantial fraction of secondary organic PM,
which was traditionally unrecognized.
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